June 2013- Sentinel Series 238 Casement Window has also been upgraded!
We recently announced that our Estate casement now comes standard
with a new Stainless steel operator. Well, we are adding that same
upgraded operator to our Sentinel 238 casement as well. The operator is
a significant upgrade with a more contemporary design boasting a
rounded profile with a nesting handle.
Also keep in mind that our Sentinel Series 238 Casement window also
boasts:
An industry leading casement with design pressures up to +110/-194.3
PSF*- *Design Pressures will vary by size.
Matching sightlines to our project out windows
Double weatherstripping, and
Extruded snap on square glazing beads
Learn about more of the great features of our Sentinel Casement Window
and send us any questions you might have about this product.

May 2013- We have upgraded our Estate 238 Casement
Check out our new hardware!
Our Estate 238 casement now comes standard with a multipoint, single action lock.
The single action feature eliminates the need for multiple cam locks. This locking
system features multiple locking points, stainless steel components and maintains the
same design pressures that CGI is famous for.
The Estate 238 casement will also now come
standard with a new stainless steel operator. The
operator is a significant upgrade with a more
contemporary design boasting a rounded profile
with a nesting handle design.
Both of these upgrades will come standard, no
need to do anything different or pay extra.

April 2013- Graduate from Doors 101- Try CGI’s New Sentinel 160 Door
Same Price Point, Better Quality!
Brand-new from CGI! This door comes standard with our patented single action 3
point lock. No more confusing double locks! Design pressures up to +80/-80 and selfmating sidelites.
*
*
*
*
*

4" frame depth, perfect for retrofit!
Concealed fasteners
Extruded snap on glazing beads
Square or slanted sill cover
SS package comes standard

Options include Brushed Satin, Tuscan Bronze, or Polished Brass levers and various
glass choices.
The 160 will replace our 450 SN.

February 2013- Improved Sentinel 150 Sliding Glass Door
We listened!
The Sentinel 150 Sliding Glass Door has been improved. We took your feedback and
made a great door even better. Same value price point and we have made the
following updates:
*
*
*
*

Concealed installation screws
Updated two-point lock
Improved fixed panel clips
A redesigned door stop

Don’t forget the Sentinel 150 SGD still is available with pockets, and in 3 track
configurations up to +80/-80 DP. With a track depth of 4 3/4" in 2 track and 6" in 3
track configurations, the door is perfect for retrofit.

